Abstract-We introduce fibred type-theoretic fibration categories which are fibred categories between categorical models of Martin-Löf type theory. Fibred type-theoretic fibration categories give a categorical description of logical predicates for identity types. As an application, we show a relational parametricity result for homotopy type theory. As a corollary, it follows that every closed term of type of polymorphic endofunctions on a loop space is homotopic to some iterated concatenation of a loop.
I. INTRODUCTION
Homotopy type theory [28] is a recent subject that combines Martin-Löf type theory [17] with homotopy theory. The key idea is to identify types as spaces, elements as points and equalities between elements as paths between points. It provides an abstract language for proving homotopy-theoretic theorems. Among abstract languages of this sort, including model categories [11] , [19] and various other models for (∞, 1)-categories [4] , [15] , homotopy type theory has unique tools which are convenient to formalize homotopy theory.
One such tool is higher inductive types. They give a simple way to construct spaces such as spheres, tori and other cell complexes. We can define functions on a higher inductive type "by recursion" and prove theorems on a higher inductive type "by induction," just like functions and theorems on natural numbers. Another tool is Voevodsky's univalence axiom. Informally, this states that equivalent types are identical. With this axiom we can prove that isomorphic groups are equal, equivalent categories are equal, isometric Hilbert spaces are equal and any other isomorphisms between mathematical structures can be replaced by equalities. Higher inductive types and the univalence axiom provide a synthetic way to prove homotopy-theoretic theorems, and the proofs are formalized in proof assistants such as Coq and Agda [3] , [8] , [29] .
Homotopy type theory provides such new technical tools for algebraic topologists, but what can we say about type theory itself? In particular, how do the univalence axiom and higher inductive types affect the behavior of type theory? In the study of type theory, "logical predicates" have been a useful technique for analyzing type theories. We expect that this technique is useful for homotopy type theory, but what is a logical predicate for homotopy type theory? Shulman introduced type-theoretic fibration categories as sound and complete categorical semantics of Martin-Löf type theory and proved that the gluing construction (D ↓ Γ) f for a suitable functor Γ : C → D between type-theoretic fibration categories is again a type-theoretic fibration category [22] . In his formulation, a logical predicate is a section of a gluing construction over the syntactic category.
In this paper, we give an alternative look at Shulman's formulation. We regard (D ↓ Γ) f as a fibred category (D ↓ Γ) f → C such that all fibers have type-theoretic structures and the total type-theoretic structure is obtained from the fiberwise ones. We show that for a fibred category whose base category is a type-theoretic fibration category, total and fiberwise structures of type-theoretic fibration category coincide under some conditions. This gives a correct notion of fibred category between type-theoretic fibration categories. We call such a fibred category a fibred type-theoretic fibration category.
Fibred categories are used as models of logical predicates in the study of categorical type theory [10] , [12] . For a fibred category and an interpretation of a type theory in the base category, a logical predicate on the interpretation is a crosssection of the fibred category over the syntactic category. In our formulation, a logical predicate for Martin-Löf type theory is a cross-section of a fibred type-theoretic fibration category over the syntactic category. We have a similar formulation of logical predicates for homotopy type theory by introducing the notion of fibred univalent universe.
As an application, we show a relational parametricity result for homotopy type theory. Relational parametricity is welldeveloped in the study of polymorphic type theory [2] , [6] , [9] , [16] , [18] , [20] , [30] - [32] . Recently relational parametricity for dependent type theory has been studied by several authors. Krishnaswami and Dreyer [14] and Atkey et al. [1] construct relationally parametric models of the Calculus of Constructions and Martin-Löf type theory respectively. Takeuti [26] and Bernardy et al. [5] study relational parametricity for the lambda cube and pure type systems respectively via syntactic transformations from one type theory into another. Following Takeuti and Bernardy et al. we show the abstraction theorem for homotopy type theory, the soundness of a syntactic transformation of types to binary type families. Our contribution is to give transformations of identity types and the univalence axiom. In the proof of the abstraction theorem, we use a fibred type-theoretic fibration category Rel(T) → T which we call the relational model for the syntactic category T.
As a corollary of the abstraction theorem, we show the homotopy unicity property on polymorphic functions in homotopy type theory. A typical example of polymorphic function in homotopy type theory is a function f of the type Π X:U Π x:X x = x → x = x. This type cannot be defined in polymorphic type theory because it uses dependent types, and it seems to be trivial without homotopy-theoretic interpretation. It follows from the abstraction theorem that if f is a closed term of this type then it must be homotopic to an iterated concatenation of a loop, that is, for some integer n, f (l) = l n for all l : x = x. Note that, assuming the law of excluded middle, this property does not hold because the law of excluded middle allows case analysis on types. We have a partial answer to the question how the univalence axiom affects the type theory: the univalence axiom does not violate relational parametricity, while the law of excluded middle does. Further applications of the abstraction theorem can be found in [27] .
There is some related work in the study of abstract homotopy theory. Roig [21] and Stanculescu [24] considered weak factorization systems and model structures on bifibred categories and gave a construction from fiberwise structures to total structures. Szumiło [25] introduced fibrations of (co)fibration categories to study the homotopy theory of homotopy theories.
Organization. We begin in Section II by recalling the definition and basic properties of type-theoretic fibration categories. In Section III we define fibred type-theoretic fibration categories and give two constructions of them. One construction is the fiberwise-to-total construction and the other is the change of base. We also define the internal language for a fibred type-theoretic fibration category and show the "basic lemma" for logical predicates. In Section IV we discuss universes and the univalence axiom in a fibred type-theoretic fibration category. We construct a univalent universe in the total category from fiberwise ones. We also show that the univalence axiom is preserved by change of base of fibred type-theoretic fibration categories. Finally in Section V, we show a relational parametricity result for homotopy type theory and its corollaries.
II. TYPE-THEORETIC FIBRATION CATEGORIES
First of all, we fix a notion of categorical models of Martin-Löf's dependent type theory with dependent product types, dependent sum types and identity types. Among various categorical models of Martin-Löf type theory, we use typetheoretic fibration category because it seems to have the simplest formulation of identity types. 
A type-theoretic fibration category is a category C equipped with a terminal object 1 and a subcategory F ⊂ C satisfying the conditions below. Here a morphism in F is called a fibration and denoted by a two headed arrow A ։ B, and a morphism that has the left lifting property with respect to all fibrations is called an acyclic cofibration and denoted by A ∼ B. 1) All isomorphisms and all morphisms with codomain 1 are fibrations.
2) Fibrations are closed under pullbacks: if f : A ։ B is a fibration and s : B ′ → B is any morphism, then there exists a pullback s * A of A along s, and the morphism s * A → B ′ is again a fibration. 3) Every morphism factors as an acyclic cofibration followed by a fibration. 4) For any fibrations f : A ։ B and g : B ։ C, there exist a fibration Π g f : Π g A ։ C and a natural bijection Lemma 2.9: The dependent products in a type-theoretic fibration category C satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition: if the following diagram is a pullback of a fibration
Proof: For any fibration f : A ։ B, k * Π g A has the same universal property as Π g ′ h * A. Indeed, for any morphism x : X → C ′ we have natural bijections
Type-theoretic fibration categories are a categorical model of Martin-Löf type theory. A type Γ ⊢ A type is interpreted by a fibration A ։ Γ, and a term Γ ⊢ a : A is interpreted by a section of the fibration A ։ Γ. A dependent sum type Γ ⊢ Σ a:A B(a) type is interpreted by the composition of fibrations
Let f, g : A → B be parallel morphisms between a morphism A → Γ and a fibration B ։ Γ. A homotopy from f to g over Γ is a morphism H : A → P Γ B into some path object whose first and second projections are f and g respectively. We say f and g are homotopic over Γ, written f ∼ Γ g, when there exists a homotopy from f to g over Γ. We omit the subscript Γ when Γ = 1 and write simply f ∼ g. It is known that the relation ∼ is a congruence relation on hom sets [22, Section 3] . A morphism f : A → B is a homotopy equivalence if there exists a morphism g : B → A such that gf ∼ 1 and f g ∼ 1. The morphism f is bi-invertible if there exist morphisms g, h : B → A such that gf ∼ 1 and f h ∼ 1. The morphism f is a half adjoint equivalence if there exist a morphism g : B → A and homotopies η : gf ∼ 1 and ε : f g ∼ 1 such that f η ∼ B×B εf . By the standard argument in homotopy type theory the notions of homotopy equivalences, bi-invertible morphisms and half adjoint equivalences are logically equivalent [28, Chapter 4] .
We state some properties of type-theoretic fibration categories for future use.
Lemma 2.10:
B is an acyclic cofibration, then there exists a morphism g : B → A such that gf = 1.
Proof: Use the lifting property with respect to the fibration A ։ 1. 1) The categories E and B are type-theoretic fibration categories and p is a type-theoretic functor. 2) Every cartesian morphism above a fibration is a fibration. 1) The base category B and all fibers E I are type-theoretic fibration categories. 2) For every morphism s : I → J in B, the reindexing functor s * : E J → E I is a type-theoretic functor.
3) For every acyclic cofibration s : I ∼ J in B, every fibration in E J is weakly s * -cartesian. 4) For any fibration s : I ։ J in B, the reindexing functor s * : E J → E I has a right adjoint s * preserving fibrations. Moreover, the Beck-Chevalley condition holds: if the following diagram is a pullback of a fibration
Then E has a structure of type-theoretic fibration category whose fibrations are the Reedy fibrations defined below, and p is a fibred type-theoretic fibration category.
Example 3.4:
Let C be a type-theoretic fibration category. Write (C → ) f for the full subcategory of the arrow category C → where the objects are the fibrations in C. Consider the codomain functor cod : (C → ) f → C. This functor satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. Its fiber at an object A is (C/A) f and is a type-theoretic fibration category as in Example 2.5. By Example 2.7, a reindexing functor is a typetheoretic functor. The condition 3 follows from the fact that a pullback of an acyclic cofibration along a fibration is an acyclic cofibration. Finally, a right adjoint to the pullback functor along a fibration is given by the dependent product. Thus the codomain functor is a fibred type-theoretic fibration category.
f is a fibration if and only if f 0 : A 0 → B 0 is a fibration and the induced morphism
Note that the fact that (C → ) f is a type-theoretic fibration category was originally proved by Shulman [22, Theorem 8.8 ].
Our contribution is to give a fibred categorical description for the construction.
In the rest of the section we prove Theorem 3.3. Throughout the section we assume p : E → B is a fibred category satisfying all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.
Definition 3.5:
Let f : A → B be a morphism in E. The morphism f is a Reedy fibration if pf is a fibration in B and the induced morphism A → (pf ) * B is a fibration in E pA .
The morphism f is a Reedy acyclic cofibration if pf is an acyclic cofibration in B and f factors as a cartesian morphism above pf followed by an acyclic cofibration in E pB . J is an acyclic cofibration in B and A is an object above I. Then there exist an object s ! A above J and a cartesian morphism η : A → s ! A above s.
A B (pf )
Proof: By Lemma 2.10, there exists a morphism t : J → I such that ts = 1. Therefore A ∼ = s * t * A above I, and thus we have a cartesian morphism A → t * A above s.
Lemma 3.8: Every cartesian morphism above an acyclic cofibration has the left lifting property with respect to all the vertical fibrations: for every acyclic cofibration s :
then there exists a filling morphism h : B → C.
Proof: By reindexing, we can assume K = J and J → K is the identity. Then the statement is equivalent to the condition 3.
Lemma 3.9: Every morphism f : A → B in E factors as a Reedy acyclic cofibration followed by a Reedy fibration.
Proof: Let s = pf : I → J. Then s = r • t for some acyclic cofibration t : I ∼ K and fibration r : K ։ J. Using the lifting property in Lemma 3.8 with respect to the fibration r * B ։ 1 in E K , we have a morphism t ! A → r * B in E K such that the following diagram commutes
Taking a factorization in E K , we have an acyclic cofibration t ! A ∼ C followed by a fibration C ։ r * B. The morphisms A to C and C to B give the desired factorization.
Lemma 3.10: The total category E has a dependent product of a fibration along a fibration.
Proof: Suppose f : A ։ B and g : B ։ C are fibrations above s : I ։ J and t : J ։ K respectively. We construct a fibration Π g f : Π g A ։ C above Π t s : Π t I ։ K. First we get a dependent product Π s * g f : Π s * g A ։ s * t * C above I where f : A ։ s * B and g : B ։ t * C are the morphisms induced by cartesianness. Let ε : t * Π t I → I be the counit of the adjunction t * ⊣ Π t andt : t * Π t I ։ Π t I the upper fibration of the pullback of Π t I along t.
Reedy fibration. We show that it satisfies the universal property of dependent product.
Let
The goal is to construct a natural bijection between the set of morphisms X → η * t * ε * Π s * g A above b over C and the set of morphisms g
commutes. Consider the pullbacks
* by the BeckChevalley condition. Thus the morphism y 1 corresponds to a morphism y 2 :t
By assumption the reindexing functorb * preserves dependent products, and thusb
Proof of Theorem 3.3 : Clearly E has a terminal object and Reedy fibrations are closed under pullbacks. We can easily show that Reedy acyclic cofibrations have the left lifting property with respect to all the Reedy fibrations. Thus Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 show that E is a type-theoretic fibration category whose fibrations are the Reedy fibrations. The other conditions of Definition 3.1 are clear by definition.
B. Basic Properties
We give some basic properties of fibred type-theoretic fibration categories. Throughout the section, let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category. Proof: By reindexing, we have the following diagram in
Then we have a filling morphism k : B → r * C, and pk must be the identity. The composition B → r * C → C is a filling morphism above r.
Lemma 3.12: Let f : A → B be a morphism in a fiber E I . Then f factors as an acyclic cofibration above I followed by a fibration above I.
Proof: First we have the following factorization in E where η, k and ε are above s, K and t respectively. Take a vertical factorization of k using Lemma 3.12.
C. Change of Base
Proposition 3.14: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category, A a type-theoretic fibration category and F : A → B a functor preserving fibrations, pullbacks of fibrations and acyclic cofibrations. Then the change of base F * E → A of p along F is a fibred type-theoretic fibration category where the fibrations are the levelwise fibrations: a morphism (s, f ) :
Proof: We first show that the total category F * E is a type-theoretic fibration category. The object (1 A , ! *
where all arrows in the middle row andε ′ are cartesian morphisms so that the upper left square is a pullback. It is easy to check that the fibration (Π t I, ε ′ * Π g A) ։ (K, C) is a dependent product of (s, f ) along (t, g). Hence the total category F * E is a type-theoretic fibration category. To show that F * E → A is a fibred type-theoretic fibration category is easy and left to the reader.
Example 3.15: Let F : A → B be a functor between typetheoretic fibration categories preserving fibrations, pullbacks of fibrations and acyclic cofibrations. The change of base of cod : (B → ) f → B along F is called the gluing construction for F . Its total category, written as (B ↓ F ) f , is same as Shulman's construction [22, Section 13] . It is the full subcategory of the comma category (B ↓ F ) where the objects are the triples of objects B ∈ B and A ∈ A and a fibration u : B ։ F A.
Example 3.16: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category. The change of base of p along the functor I → I × I is called the relational model for p, and we write the total category as Rel(p). Its objects are the pairs of objects I ∈ B and A ∈ E I×I . We can think of Rel(p) as the category of binary relations or binary type families.
As Proof: By Proposition 3.14, each fiber E I is a typetheoretic fibration category. We check the other conditions of Theorem 3.3.
Observe that the morphism part of the reindexing functor along a morphism s is given by the pullback squares
in E. Thus the reindexing functor preserves fibrations and pullbacks of fibrations. Using Lemma 2.8 it also preserves acyclic cofibrations. It also preserves terminal objects by the construction of terminal objects in the proof of Proposition 3.14. Using Lemma 2.9 it preserves dependent products. Thus the condition 2 holds. Since a cartesian morphism above an acyclic cofibration is an acyclic cofibration, the condition 3 holds.
To show the condition 4, let s : I ։ J be a fibration in B and A an object of E I . Write 1 I for the terminal object of E I . The unique morphism f : 1 I → 1 J above u is a cartesian morphism and thus a fibration. Define s * A = Π f A. Since p : E → B preserves dependent products, s * A is above J. Therefore s * determines a functor E I → E J which is a right adjoint to s * and satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition by Lemma 2.9.
D. Internal Language for a Fibred Type-Theoretic Fibration Category
We define the internal language L(p) for a fibred typetheoretic fibration category p : E → B. It is a type theory with two sorts kind and type, where types depend on some kinds. The theory of kinds is the internal language of B which is a Martin-Löf type theory written in the manner γ : Γ ⊢ ∆(γ) kind for a kind judgment and γ : Γ ⊢ δ(γ) : ∆(γ) for a term judgment. The theory of types over a kind Γ is the internal language of E Γ , written in the manner γ : Γ | a : A(γ) ⊢ B(γ; a) type for a type judgment and γ : Γ | a : A(γ) ⊢ b(γ; a) : B(γ; a) for a term judgment. Corresponding to reindexings, there are rules for substitution:
with the obvious introduction and elimination rules. The condition 3 of Theorem 3.3 corresponds to the path induction on an identity kind with respect to type families: =Γ (refl γ ; a) ≡ b(γ; a). Theorem 3.3 means that the total category is a model of Martin-Löf type theory where types are pairs of () ⊢ Γ kind and γ : Γ | () ⊢ A(γ) type. The construction of factorization described in the proof of Lemma 3.9 implies that the identity type of (() ⊢ Γ kind, γ :
is the transport along the path δ. The type δ * a = a ′ is a type of paths from a to a ′ over δ and written as a = δ a ′ . The construction of dependent product described in the proof of Lemma 3.10 implies that the dependent product of a type family (γ :
As a consequence of the soundness of the interpretation of Martin-Löf type theory in type-theoretic fibration categories, we have an important property of logical predicates so called the "basic lemma." Definition 3.18: For a Martin-Löf type theory M , write T(M ) for the syntactic category of M . For a type-theoretic fibration category C, an interpretation of M in C is a typetheoretic functor from T(M ) to C. Definition 3.19: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category and F : T(M ) → B an interpretation of a Martin-Löf type theory M in B. A logical predicate on F with respect to p is an interpretation R :
Corollary 3.20 (Basic Lemma): Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category and R : T(M ) → E a logical predicate on an interpretation F : T(M ) → B of a MartinLöf type theory M in B. Then for any term a : A ⊢ t(a) : B(a), there exists a term a : F A | r : RA(a) ⊢t(a; r) : RB(a, F t(a); r) in the internal language for p, wheret is the induced morphism RA → (F t) * RB from Rt : RA → RB.
IV. UNIVALENCE IN A FIBRED TYPE-THEORETIC FIBRATION CATEGORY
We construct a univalent universe in the total category of a fibred type-theoretic fibration category from univalent universes in the base category and in the fiber at the terminal object. The new universe is fibred in some sense and called a fibred universe. A fibred univalent universe is preserved by the change of base along a functor preserving small fibrations. above h and k. 3) Every cartesian morphism above a pu-small fibration is a u-small fibration. 4) For every u-small fibration g : A ։ C, pu-small fibration s : pA ։ J and arbitrary morphism t : J → pC such that s • t = pg, the induced morphism A → t * C is a u-small fibration. Proposition 4.3: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category. Let u :Ũ ։ U be a fibration in B and v :Ṽ ։ V a fibration in E 1 . Suppose the following conditions hold, where v I :Ṽ I → V I is the reindexing of v along the unique morphism I → 1 for I ∈ B.
A. Universes in a Fibred Setting
1) The fibrations u and all v I are universes.
2) The fibration u * vŨ : u * ṼŨ ։ u * VŨ is small in E U . Then p has a fibred universe w :W ։ W above u, defined as W = u * VŨ andW = ε * ṼŨ where ε : u * u * VŨ → VŨ is the counit of the adjunction u * ⊣ u * .
To prove Proposition 4.3, we first characterize the w-small fibrations. 
The second pullback can be extended to pullbacks in
Therefore if f : A ։ B is a pullback of w, then pf is a pullback of u and the induced morphism A ։ (pf ) * B is a pullback of v pA . Conversely, suppose pf is a pullback of u along t : pB → U with upper morphism k : pA →Ũ , and A ։ (pf ) * B is a pullback of v pA along h : (pf ) * B → V pA above pA. Then there exists a unique morphismh : B → (pf ) * V pA above pB such that ε ′ • (pf ) * h = h where ε ′ : (pf ) * (pf ) * ⇒ 1 is the counit of the adjunction (pf )
Proof of Proposition 4.3: We check that w satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.1. Using Lemma 4.4, the condition 1 is clear. The condition 3 follows from the construction of factorization in E given in Lemma 3.9. By the construction of dependent products in E given in Lemma 3.10, in order to show 2 it is enough to prove that for every u-small fibration f : I ։ J, f * preserves small fibrations. To see this it is enough to show that f * v I : f * ṼI ։ f * V I is a v J -small fibration, because f * preserves pullbacks. Suppose f is a pullback of u along k : J → U with upper morphism h : I →Ũ . Then f * v I ∼ = f * h * vŨ ∼ = k * u * vŨ by the Beck-Chevalley condition. Now u * vŨ is a small fibration by assumption, and thus so is f * v I .
It is easy to show that w is a fibred universe using Lemma 4.4.
The change of base along a suitable functor creates a new fibred universe. Proposition 4.5: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category with a fibred universe w :W ։ W above u :Ũ ։ U , A a type-theoretic fibration category with a universe v :Ṽ ։ V , and F : A → B a functor preserving fibrations, pullbacks of fibrations and acyclic cofibrations. Suppose F v is a pullback of u along a morphism h : F V → U with upper morphism k :
Proof: First we show that a fibration (s, f ) : (I, A) ։ (J, B) is (v, h * w)-small if and only if s is v-small and f is w-small. The "only if" part is trivial. To show the converse, suppose s is v-small and f is w-small. Then s is a pullback of v along some morphism t : J → V . Since f is a w-small fibration and pf = F s is a pullback of u along h • F t, f is a pullback of w along some morphism k above h • F t by the condition 2 of Definition 4.2. Therefore f is a pullback of h * w along the induced morphisms B → h * W above F t, and this means that (s, f ) is a pullback of (v, h * w) in F * E.
We show that (v, h * w) is a universe in F * E. The conditions 1 and 3 of Definition 4.1 follows from the above characterization of (v, h * w)-small fibrations. To show the condition 2,
By the construction of dependent products in F * E described in the proof of Proposition 3.14, it is enough to show that ε ′ * Π g A ։ C is a w-small fibration, where ε ′ : F (Π t I) → Π F t F I is the canonical morphism. This fibration factors as
Since Π g f , F (Π t s) and Π F t F s are small fibrations, k and l are w-small by the condition 3 of Definition 4.2, and h is w-small by the condition 4. The left square is a pullback, and thus h ′ is a w-small fibration and so is ε ′ * Π g A ։ C.
It is clear that the new universe (v, h * w) is a fibred universe in F * E → A.
B. Univalence in a Fibred Setting
For a fibration u :Ũ ։ U , write E(u) ։ U × U for the fibration corresponding to the type a :
is the type of bi-invertible maps.
The object E(u) has the following universal property: for a morphism a, b : X → U × U , there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the set of the morphisms X → E(u) over U × U and the set of the quintuples (f :
such that f , g and h are over X and the following diagrams commute
Note that this definition depends on the choice of path object P UŨ , and we assume that every fibration has a fixed path object in the rest of this section. There are canonical mor-
, where π 1 , π 2 : E(u) → U are projections. There is a canonical morphism e(u) : U → E(u) over the diagonal morphism U → U × U which corresponds to the identity function. Definition 4.6: A fibration u :Ũ ։ U is univalent if the canonical morphism e(u) : U → E(u) is a homotopy equivalence.
Lemma 4.7:
In a fibred type-theoretic fibration category E → B, every cartesian morphism above a homotopy equivalence is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof: We show that a cartesian morphism above a half adjoint equivalence is a homotopy equivalence. Suppose f : I → J is a half adjoint equivalence in B with g : J → I, η : gf ∼ 1 and ε : f g ∼ 1 and Y ∈ E J . We construct a homotopy inverseḡ of the cartesian morphismf : f * Y → Y . In the internal language,f is the identity i :
. We setḡ(j; y) ≡ ε * j y, a backward transport of y along the path ε j : f (gj) = j. Then there exists a homotopy j : J | y : Y (j) ⊢ε :ḡ(j; y) = εj y. Since f η ∼ J×J εf , there exists a homotopy i : I | y : Y (f i) ⊢η :ḡ(f i; y) = f ηi y. Henceḡ is a homotopy inverse of f .
Lemma 4.8: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category. For a morphism f : X → Y in E, f is a homotopy equivalence if and only if pf and the induced morphism X → (pf ) * Y are homotopy equivalences in B and E pX respectively.
Proof: The "if" part is a corollary of Lemma 4.7. To show the "only if" part, let f : X → Y be a half adjoint equivalence in E with g : Y → X, η : gf ∼ 1 and ε : f g ∼ 1. Let s = pf : I → J and t = pg, σ = pη and τ = pε which make s a half adjoint equivalence in B. We construct a homotopy inverseḡ : s * Y → X of the induced morphismf : X → s * Y in E pX . In the internal language, f is f itself i : I | x : X(i) ⊢ f (i; x) : Y (si) and g is a term of type j : J | y : Y (j) ⊢ g(j; y) : X(tj). Letḡ be the term i : I | y : Y (si) ⊢ (σ i ) * g(si; y) : X(i). Then i : I | x : X(i) ⊢ (ḡ(si; f (i; x)) : X(i) is homotopic to x via η x : g(si; f (i; x)) = σi x. To give a homotopyfḡ ∼ 1, let i : I and y : Y (si). By definition there is a pathσ i : gy = σiḡ y. Applying f we have a path f (gy) = sσif (ḡy). Also we have paths ε y : f (gy) = τsi y and sσ i = τ si by assumption. Thus there exists a pathf (ḡy) = y in Y (i). Henceḡ is a homotopy inverse off in E pX . Proof: We show that the canonical morphism e(w) : W → E(w) is a homotopy equivalence. By Lemma 4.8, it is enough to show that the canonical morphism e(u) : U → E(u) and the induced morphism W → e(u) * E(w) are homotopy equivalences in B and E U respectively. The morphism e(u) is a homotopy equivalence by assumption. The object e(u) * E(w) corresponds to the type a :
, and this type also corresponds to the object u * ! * U E(v) where !Ũ is the unique arrowŨ → 1. Thus the morphism W → e(u)
is a homotopy equivalence because v is univalent, the reindexing functor preserves homotopy equivalences, and so does u * by assumption.
Lemma 4.11:
be a pullback square in a type-theoretic fibration category. Then
is a pullback square.
, which corresponds to a pullback of E(u) along f × f . Proposition 4.12: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category with a univalent fibration w :W ։ W above u :Ũ ։ U , A a type-theoretic fibration category with a univalent fibration v :Ṽ ։ V , and F : A → B a functor preserving fibrations, pullbacks of fibrations and acyclic cofibrations. Suppose F v is a pullback of u along a morphism h : F V → U with upper morphism k :
There is a canonical morphism c :
, where we choose F (P VṼ ) as a path object of F (v). It is easy to show that E(v, h * w) is a reindexing of E(h * w) along c and e(v, h * w) is the induced morphism f :
F (e(v)) c checking the universal property. We have to show that f : h * W → c * E(h * w) is a homotopy equivalence. By Lemma 4.11, E(h * w) is a pullback of E(w) along the morphismh ×h :
The morphismh ×h is a cartesian morphism and so is the upper morphism E(h * w) → E(w). Hence in the following diagram
the horizontal morphisms are cartesian, and F (e(v)) and e(w) are homotopy equivalences. Thus f is a homotopy equivalence by Lemma 4.9. Example 4.13: Let C be a type-theoretic fibration category with a univalent universe u :Ũ → U . Consider the codomain functor cod : (C → ) f → C. Its fiber at 1 is C which has a univalent universe u. The fiber at an object A is (C/A) f whose type-theoretic structure is inherited from C. Thus each A × u is a universe in (C/A) f . Since u * : (C/Ũ ) f → (C/U ) f is given by dependent products, it preserves small fibrations. Hence the codomain functor has a fibred universe above u by Proposition 4.3. Since the univalence axiom implies the function extensionality, u * preserves homotopy equivalences. Thus this fibred universe is univalent by Proposition 4.10.
Example 4.14: Let p : E → B be a fibred type-theoretic fibration category with a fibred universe w :W → W above u :Ũ → U . Suppose w is univalent (and so is u). Then there is a pullback in BŨ ×ŨŨ U × U U u×u because u × u is the composition of u × 1 and 1 × u which are u-small fibrations. By Proposition 4.5 and 4.12, the relational model Rel(p) has a univalent universe. Corollary 3.20 also holds for a Martin-Löf type theory with a univalent universe and a fibred type-theoretic fibration category with a fibred univalent universe.
Corollary 4.15: Let p : E → B be a fibred typetheoretic fibration category with a fibred univalent universe, and R : T(M ) → E a logical predicate on an interpretation F : T(M ) → B in B of a Martin-Löf type theory M with a univalent universe. Then for any term a : A ⊢ t(a) : B(a), there exists a term a : F A | r : RA(a) ⊢t(a; r) : RB(a, F t(a); r) in the internal language for p, wheret is the induced morphism RA → (F t) * RB from Rt : RA → RB.
V. RELATIONAL PARAMETRICITY FOR HOMOTOPY TYPE THEORY
In this last section we show a relational parametricity result for homotopy type theory. As a corollary we show that every closed term of type of polymorphic endofunctions on a loop space is homotopic to some iterated concatenation of a loop.
Theorem 5.1 (Abstraction Theorem):
In the Martin-Löf type theory with univalent universe U, empty type 0 : U, unit type 1 : U, two point type 2 : U, type of natural numbers N : U and unit circle S 1 : U, define a context γ : Γ, γ ′ : Γ, ρ : R Γ (γ, γ ′ ) for each context Γ and a type γ : Γ,
• R () ≡ () for the empty context ();
Then for every term Γ ⊢ t : A, there exists an associated term
. Proof: Let T be the syntactic category of the type theory. Consider the relational model p : Rel(T) → T for the codomain functor (T → ) f → T. Note that it is also the gluing construction for the functor T ∋ A → A×A ∈ T. By Example 4.13 and 4.14, the total category Rel(T) has a univalent universe. Syntactically, the universe in the relational model is the type family A : U, B : U ⊢ A → B → U type. It is easy to show that R 0 , R 1 , R 2 , R N and R S 1 are empty type, unit type, two point type, type of natural numbers and unit circle, respectively, in the model Rel(T) by checking the induction principles for these types. Hence R defines a logical predicate R : T → Rel(T) on the trivial interpretation id : T → T. The conclusion follows from Corollary 4.15.
As a corollary of Theorem 5.1 we have the homotopy unicity property on functions parametrized over the small types.
Example 5.2: We show that any closed term t : Π X:U X → X must be homotopic to the identity function, that is, the type Π X:U Π x:X tx = x is inhabited.
First we show the naturality of t, that is, the type Π X:U ,Y :U Π f :X→Y Π x:X f (tx) = t(f x) is inhabited. By Theorem 5.1 we have a term t : Π X:U ,Y :U ,P :X→Y →U Π x:X,y:Y,p:P (x,y) P (tx, ty).
For X : U, Y : U and f : X → Y , letting P (x, y) ≡ f x = y, we have Π x:X,y:Y,p:f x=y f (tx) = ty. Taking y ≡ f x and p ≡ refl, we have Π x:X f (tx) = t(f x). Now let X ≡ 1. Then a function f : 1 → Y corresponds to an element y : Y , and thus ty = t(f * ) = f (t * ) = f * = y where * : 1 is the constructor of the type 1. This argument except the existence oft can be done inside the type theory. Therefore the type Π X:U Π x:X tx = x is inhabited. Remark 5.3: As in [28, Exercise 6.9], the law of excluded middle violates the homotopy unicity property of polymorphic identity: assuming the law of excluded middle for mere propositions in U, we can construct a closed term t : Π X:U X → X such that t 2 0 ≡ 1 and t 2 1 ≡ 0 where 0 : 2 and 1 : 2 are the constructors of the type 2. Conversely the existence of such a polymorphic endofunction implies the law of excluded middle [7] . Example 5.2 says that the univalence axiom does not violate the homotopy unicity property on the contrast.
Since the law of excluded middle for mere propositions in U can be written as a closed type, it can be assumed in a context. Thus the homotopy unicity property of an open term does not hold in general, while in Atkey et al's reflexive graph model of the dependent type theory with a universe, dependent product types and a type of natural numbers, any term of type Π X:U X → X is natural as a consequence of the identity extension property [1, Theorem 2] .
Example 5.4: Let t : Π X:U Π x:X x = x → x = x be a closed term. We show that t is homotopic to some iterated concatenation of a loop, that is, the type Σ n:Z Π X:U Π x:X Π p:x=x tp = p n is inhabited. Note that in a type theory with a two point type 2 : U, a coproduct of two small types A : U and B : U is defined as A + B ≡ Σ In particular, the type Z : U of integers is defined as Z ≡ N + 1 + N.
First we show the naturality of t, that is, the type Π X:U ,Y :U Π f :X→Y Π x:X Π p:x=x f (tp) = t(f p) is inhabited. By Theorem 5. 
tp) = t(f p).
Let Y : U, y : Y and q : y = y which correspond to a function f : S 1 → Y as f (base) ≡ y and f (loop) = q, where base : S 1 is the point constructor of S 1 and loop : base = base is the path constructor. Now t(loop) is a loop in S 1 at base. Since π 1 (S 1 ) ≃ Z is provable in homotopy type theory [28, Section 8.1], t(loop) = loop n for some integer n. Hence tq = t(f (loop)) = f (t(loop)) = f (loop n ) = f (loop) n = q n . This argument can be internalized except the existence oft.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We conclude that fibred type-theoretic fibration categories are useful in the study of homotopy type theory, as seen in Section V where we show the abstraction theorem and the homotopy unicity property on polymorphic functions in homotopy type theory. Fibred type-theoretic fibration categories give a fibred categorical description for Shulman's gluing construction. Although the relational model used in this work can be obtained by gluing construction, we expect that there are fibred type-theoretic fibration categories that are not gluing constructions for any functor.
There also is a theoretical interest related to higher category theory. Kapulkin constructed a locally cartesian closed quasicategory from a categorical model of dependent type theory [13] . We conjecture that fibred type-theoretic fibration categories are carried to cartesian fibrations [15, Definition 2.4.2.1] by his construction. This conjecture suggests that there is an (∞, 1)-categorical description of logical predicates in terms of cartesian fibrations.
